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Edit An unidentified person wearing prison garb brings in a gas can and a deer corpse, dragging it into the
prison. The unidentified person then tosses rocks at a couple of walkers to obtain their attention. The walkers
feast on the deer carcass that has been strategically spread out to lure the walkers towards the prison gate. The
survivors are discussing plans to clear out the prison yard when Axel and Oscar approach, begging to join their
group. T-Dog is in favor of allowing them, but many within the group disagree, expressing their concerns.
Finally, Rick insists that they stick to their agreement, and the prisoners must stay in their cell block, or leave
the prison. In Woodbury , Michonne inspects the salvaged National Guard trucks, noticing bullet holes and
traces of blood. He dodges her suspicions and attempts convincing her and Andrea to stay in Woodbury. Axel
tries to ingratiate himself with Daryl by offering to tune his motorcycle, but Daryl ignores him. Meanwhile,
Beth and Lori leave the safety of Cell Block C, assisting Hershel in getting comfortable with his crutches. In
their room, Michonne and Andrea discuss plans to head for the coast after leaving Woodbury. Gunfire erupts
as Rick, Daryl, and Glenn race to join the fight. Hershel and Beth lock themselves in a fenced-in entryway
while Maggie , Lori, and Carl flee into the cell block. While resealing the courtyard gate with Carol, T-Dog is
bitten on the shoulder by a walker before he and Carol flee to safety inside the prison. When she declines his
offer to join, he remarks that they were both abandoned â€” and then rescued â€” by the same two groups of
people. Andrea asks Merle if The Governor is a good man. When Axel and Oscar approach, Rick accuses
them. Oscar explains the back-up generators must be powering it â€” proving that someone else is messing
with things from inside the prison â€” and follows Rick inside to disable them. Lori, Carl, and Maggie are also
wandering when the stress of the situation causes Lori to go into labor. Carl leads them into the boiler room.
Meanwhile, Merle discusses leaving to search for his brother Daryl using the information that Andrea
provided. Back at the cell block, Rick, Daryl, Glenn, Axel, and Oscar separate into teams to look for the others
and shut down the back-up generators. In the boiler room, Maggie assists Lori in removing her pants and gets
her ready to deliver the baby naturally. Carl stares at them in confusion and horror. But as Lori pushes through
her contractions, she begins to hemorrhage. T-Dog and Carol reach the laundry room doors, but their path is
blocked by two walkers. Out of ammo, Carol looks to turn back, but T-Dog, knowing that he is already
doomed, charges at them, pinning them against a wall, urging Carol to keep going. She reaches the doors, but
looks back in horror and sadness as the walkers begin to devour T-Dog. Back in Woodbury, Andrea and The
Governor share a parting drink in his apartment, where he reveals his real name â€” Philip â€” and that his
wife died in a car accident before the apocalypse. Before she leaves, The Governor tells her that she is
welcome to return to Woodbury anytime. Rick, Oscar, and Daryl reach the generator room, where they find
Andrew â€” still alive and waiting to attack them, revealing that he lured the Walkers and caused the attack as
his revenge. The two men stop fighting and Oscar aims his weapon at Rick. Andrew urges him to shoot Rick,
but Oscar changes his mind, and decides to shoot Andrew in the head instead, returning the pistol he is
holding to Rick. Rick powers down the generator. In the boiler room, Lori grows faint as the hemorrhaging
continues. She realizes she will not survive natural childbirth. The baby survives, but Lori lays motionless,
blood pouring from her open wound. Maggie starts to leave with the baby when Carl stops her. Maggie moves
away and hears a gunshot. Carl walks briskly past her towards the exit. As Rick plans to go back and search
for the rest of the survivors, the cries of a baby ring out. Maggie and Carl emerge with the newborn baby. Rick
collapses in grief and sorrow when he realizes Lori is not with them, as Glenn consoles Maggie and the others
look on in shock and sadness as he reels.
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Season 3 Recap Full Recap An unidentified person scatters a deer carcass in a trail leading up to the prison.
The survivors are discussing plans to clear out the prison yard when Axel and Oscar approach, begging to join
the group. T-Dog is in favor of letting them, but Rick insists they keep to their cell block. In Woodbury,
Michonne inspects the salvaged National Guard trucks, noticing bullet holes and blood traces. He dodges her
suspicions and tries to convince her and Andrea to stay in Woodbury. Axel tries to ingratiate himself with
Daryl by offering to tune his motorcycle, but Daryl ignores him. Meanwhile, Beth and Lori help Hershel
hobble out of his cell on crutches. In their room, Michonne and Andrea discuss plans to head for the coast
after leaving Woodbury. As Rick and the others clear the yard, Lori and Carl escort Hershel outside. Gunfire
erupts as Rick races to join the fight. Hershel and Beth lock themselves inside a fenced-in entryway while
Maggie , Lori and Carl flee into the cell block. While resealing the courtyard gate, T-Dog gets bitten in the
shoulder. When she declines his offer to join, he remarks that they were both abandoned â€” and then rescued
â€” by the same two groups of people. Andrea asks Merle if the Governor is a good man. When Axel and
Oscar approach, Rick accuses them. Oscar explains the back-up generators must be powering it â€” proving
that someone else is messing with things inside the prison â€” and follows Rick inside to disable them. Lori,
Carl and Maggie are also wandering the prison when Lori doubles over in pain: Carl leads them into the boiler
room. Meanwhile, Merle asks the Governor for permission to go search for Daryl. Back at the cell block, Rick,
Daryl, Glenn, Axel and Oscar separate into teams to look for the others and shut down the back-up generators.
In the boiler room, Maggie helps Lori get ready to deliver the baby. But as Lori pushes through her
contractions, she begins to hemorrhage. T-Dog and Carol reach the laundry room doors, but are blocked by
walkers. Out of ammo, T-Dog charges them and urges Carol to keep going. She reaches the doors, but looks
back in horror as the walkers tear T-Dog apart. Back in Woodbury, Andrea and the Governor share a parting
drink in his apartment, where he reveals his real name â€” Phillip â€” and that his wife died in a car accident
before the apocalypse. Before Andrea leaves, the Governor tells her she can return to Woodbury any time.
Rick, Oscar and Daryl reach the generator room, where they find Andrew â€” still alive and waiting to attack
them. Andrew urges him to shoot Rick, but Oscar shoots Andrew instead, then returns the gun. Rick powers
down the generator. In the boiler room, Lori grows faint as the hemorrhaging continues. Lori tearfully says
good-bye to Carl. The baby survives, but Lori lays motionless, blood pouring from her open wound. Moments
later, outside the room, Maggie hears a gunshot. Maggie and Carl emerge with the baby. Rick collapses in
grief when he realizes Lori is not with them.
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Tom Di Liberto August 1, Reading back over the many excellent if I do say so myself posts here at the ENSO
blog, there have been several re-occurring themesâ€”the biggest of which is that ENSO is not just an ocean
phenomena but an ocean-atmospheric interaction. ENSO is no one-man act. If the ocean is Abbott, then the
atmosphere is Costello; the oceanâ€¦Laverne, the atmosphereâ€¦Shirley; the oceanâ€¦Kanye, the
atmosphereâ€¦Kim. The lower part of the loop flows east to west across much of the tropics near the surface;
the upper part flows west to east at higher altitudes. Rising air in the west and sinking air in the east connect
the flow in one big, continuous loop. ENSO can affect this atmospheric circulation, the Walker Circulation,
over the entire tropics, impacting rainfall near the equator across multiple continents from Africa to Asia to
South America! SO pun intended what does the entire Walker Circulation look like normally and how is it
maintained? In contrast, downward branches of dry, stable air sink strongly over the eastern Pacific Ocean and
more weakly over the Arabian Sea. Convection associated with rising branches of the Walker Circulation is
found over the Maritime continent, northern South America, and eastern Africa. What creates such a broad,
large-scale circulation along the equator? Well, we already sorta went over that here , when talking about the
importance of a sea surface temperature gradient. The ocean water warms the entire way. The end result is
relatively warmer surface water in the west and cooler surface waters in the east. Above this large pool of
warm water known to Earth scientists as the Pacific Warm Pool , air rises; above the cooler water in the east,
air dries and settles near the surface. More widespread storminess and rising air motion are associated with a
larger warm pool. Temperature contrasts between land and ocean also amplify the circulation 1. From Figure
1, we can see that the strongest upward branch of the Walker Circulation is located over the Maritime
Continent, north of Australia. Weaker upward branches occur over less discernible warm pools, like the
western Indian Ocean. The relative strength of the rising branch over South America is between those two
extremes. The Walker Circulation is basically a thermally fancy word for temperature direct circulation that
relies on temperature differences to drive the rising and sinking branches. As this warm pool moves east, the
rising branch of the Pacific cell of the Walker Circulation follows, and boy does the rest of the Walker
Circulation get shifted around Figure 2. Instead of strong rising motion over the Maritime Continent, upward
flow weakens, and anomalous sinking motion occurs. The usual rising, moist air over South America is
replaced by another anomalous sinking branch. In contrast, increased rising motion enhances rainfall over the
central Pacific Ocean and even parts of equatorial eastern Africa. Warm, moist air rises even more over the
Maritime Continent and South America leading to above-average rainfall. Anomalous ocean cooling
blue-green in the central and eastern Pacific Ocean and warming over the western Pacific Ocean enhance the
rising branch of the Walker circulation over the Maritime Continent and the sinking branch over the eastern
Pacific Ocean. Enhanced rising motion is also observed over northern South America, while anomalous
sinking motion is found over eastern Africa. Of course, these patterns describe idealized or typical cases. As of
early July, we were still waiting for the atmosphere to begin to reflect characteristics similar to Figure 2, if it
does at all. If the atmosphere gets in gear, plenty of places could see changes in their usual rainfall patterns.
But until then, we wait and see, trying to figure out what Mother Nature has up her sleeve. Check out the
interactive maps below to get a sense how the upward and downward branches of the circulation change
during the different phases of ENSO relative to ENSO-neutral conditions. Mouse over tabs to change maps.
This is due to a variety of other forcing mechanisms such as land-sea temperature contrasts where land areas
warm and cool to a larger degree than the oceans nearby which is one reason why rising and sinking air is
focused over land. Lau K-M, and S. Encyclopedia of Atmospheric Sciences; Walker, G. These are blog posts,
not official agency communications; if you quote from these posts or from the comments section, you should
attribute the quoted material to the blogger or commenter, not to NOAA, CPC, or Climate.
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Full spoilers for the episode follow. So, umâ€¦ The Walking Dead was pretty boring and uneventful this week,
huh? This is only episode four of a sixteen episode season! That big scene at the end of episode two hinting at
the potential at least for reconciliation between Lori and Rick had no happy ending â€” the little look they had
at the beginning of the episode the only moment of connection they got to share together before the end. Her
insistence on how to handle going into labor in the midst of a zombie attack -- talking Maggie through
performing a caesarian section, while saying goodbye to Carl -- was insane and emotional in the right ways.
And then to cap it off with Carl having to shoot Lori, to stop her from coming back! Kudos to Sarah Wayne
Callies, Lauren Cohan and young Chandler Riggs, who all delivered very strong performances in the midst of
this intensely important sequence. One quibble â€” the cutaway to the flashback between Carl and Rick was
unnecessary and briefly took me out of what was a very involving, evocative scene. But everything around it
worked so well, it certainly was no deal-breaker. Meanwhile, this was certainly a big episode for deaths. Those
back-to-back deaths were surprising, though they also felt a bit off, from a storytelling perspective. The lack of
any storyline or character development for T-Dog has been a long running joke for Walking Dead viewers â€”
I even wrote a silly article inspired by that fact at the end of last season, as it seemed clear that this character
should either get something to do or die. When you look at the portrayal of T-Dog over the course of the entire
series, giving him the first kernels of some genuine character development, only to then kill him in the same
episode, seems like a bit of a cruel joke. Again, read the update at the bottom, those of you who skim! That
being said, this was a terrific episode. It was intense and shocking and utterly captivating. The situation inside
the prison escalated so quickly, as it became overwhelmed with zombies. There was more than one well-timed
jump-scare moment, as characters ran inside, only to find more horror awaiting them. With the darkness
everywhere, lights going on and off, sirens blaring and danger around every corner, these were some of the
biggest and most classic horror movie-type moments the show has ever had â€” and incredibly effective in this
regard. Again, so much was happening in such a big way, it felt like a finale. Andrew being the apparent cause
of all this madness was a surprise. When we learned someone was watching Carol at the end of the second
episode, it seemed like it was someone completely new â€” not the guy we just saw get locked outside and
apparently eaten by zombies. But they helped give us a bit of a breather and were intriguing in and of
themselves. But at the same time, we learned more about his relationship with The Governor, confirming what
most figured, which is that Merle feels a debt of gratitude to The Governor that keeps him in line. And
Andrew Lincoln went all out in that final scene, when he saw Maggie with the baby and discovered that Lori
was gone. So much sadness and loss. Amazing An incredibly tense, unrelenting episode. Giving T-Dog his
first hint of characterization only to take him out right after felt like a bit of a bad joke.
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Do I need a therapist to buy a walker? There are four main activities that you need to perform safely when
using your walker. The following are general guidelines and are not appropriate for everybody. You are
strongly encouraged to seek guidance from a therapist for your unique situation. Preparing to Stand Up: Move
forward and sit as close to the edge of the chair as you feel comfortable. Keep your feet as far under you as
possible. Aim to place your toes directly below the edge of the chair. Do not tip the walker by placing too
much weight on one side of the walker as you stand. Lean forward until you feel some of your weight on your
feet. Use your legs to stand as much as possible â€” your arms should only lift what your legs cannot. Use
your arms mostly to help keep your balance as you stand. Do not walk forward until you have tested your
balance and you feel strong enough to walk. Preparing to Sit Down: Stand directly in front of the chair, facing
away from it. The back of your legs should be almost touching the chair. Do not start to sit until you are
balanced and standing still. Move the walker a little away from you so that you can bend slightly forward as
you sit down. Reach behind for the chair with both hands preferred or with one hand and one hand on the
walker. Do not tip the walker by placing too much weight one side as you sit. Slowly lower yourself using
your legs as much as you can. Walking with a Wheeled Walker: Place your walker ahead of you before you
take any steps. Gently roll the walker ahead of you as you walk. Keep the walker close enough to you that it is
supportive. If your steps are uneven, its best to shorten your longer step rather than work to lengthen your
shorter step. The shorter step is usually the step where you have less balance. Roll the walker around you
without twisting your back â€” you should always be facing the front of the walker. When standing in the
kitchen and bathroom:
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Walker asks that we venture into another realm. Experimental artistry is meant to open your mind to another
time. Escaping the mediocrity of everyday life, our spirits ride free on the conceptual landscape. So seek my
sisters and you will find that all things live in the company of kind. Neither Hereâ€¦ Nor Thereâ€¦ we watch in
awe as gravity disappears. Fluidity explores the folly of abstract artistry. Making the connection clear, there
are no broken lines between with these walls. Kiki Willems enjoys a grand transformation, as she stands inside
a solid-black sheath, with slots for her hands to escape. Next she is draped against a darkened harp showcasing
a more feminine frock, and then finds herself standing under a heart shaped wire with a fish dangling down.
Her dress falls dramatically sweeping the floor, with patterns that entwine giving us more. Through haute
couture we see the heart of humanity rise. Harry Alexander is a partner of passion, as he stands back in a black
masque, as if to present the power of Duckie Thot. The message I see is one of rebirth. Even as his body is
contained we can feel the fire of Jordan Robson. Standing in poetic posture every picture is a projection of
hope. The hands of Lucy Bridge are poetically portrayed, by the beauty of each aesthetically rich face. This is
not a tale of makeup proper, this is an exploration of enrichment. When what is added to the skin is meant to
take us further withinâ€¦ that is a power connection. Lucy uses the landscape of the face to further the artistic
message. I see every portion of this piece as something meant to move us forward. Conveying that this is not a
simple presentation, or a scene designed to evoke an extreme response. Rather, this is about the ride. A joyous
jaunt to the other-side. James Crewe commands the room with shots that are truly mesmerizing. His brows are
made black, a sentiment of the stage, while jewels hang grandly from his ear. He is a spectacle of sensation,
but, his makeup is the star. Malcolm Edwards continues the coiffure experience as each is a masterpiece of
millinery. This is not about haute hats and separate toppers, these are extensions of the ensemble expression.
Edwards goes for gorgeous through his use of dramatic headgear. A silk chapeau frames the face while square
shapes extend from the heads. A group of feathers seem to grow from the scalps soil while a black rose
dangles precariously out the side of black cage coiffure. Nothing is as it seems to be yet everything is in
perfect harmony. Stunningly simple yet wildly inspiring. This is not just a color change that takes place, this is
a tale of true transformation. Want to leave a reply?
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She expresses her concerns with Andrea Laurie Holden , and believes they should leave and head for the
coast. Andrea would rather stay, and provides information on the Greene farmstead to allow Merle Michael
Rooker to look for his brother Daryl. The Governor tells Merle he will allow the search once Merle obtains
more concrete information. Andrea begins to become romantically involved with The Governor. At the prison,
Rick Grimes Andrew Lincoln discusses with the others about making the prison their permanent home. The
two remaining prisoners Axel Lew Temple and Oscar Vincent Ward request to join the group, but Rick, still
distrustful, informs them of his intent to send them away at the end of the week. The group gathers as Hershel
Greene Scott Wilson takes his first steps after the amputation of his foot. Suddenly, walkers swarm the
courtyard, scattering the group. Rick accuses Axel and Oscar of the treachery, but an alarm begins sounding
due to activation of a backup generator, potentially drawing more walkers. Rick realizes the prisoners cannot
be at fault and lets them lead him to the generator room. There they find Andrew Markice Moore , whom Rick
had left for dead, as the instigator. Andrew is about to kill Rick when Oscar shoots him, and then turns the gun
over to Rick. They stop the generator and disable the alarm. Lori has gone into labor, but is bleeding profusely
during her contractions. Lori demands Maggie perform a lethal Caesarean section to deliver the child. The
baby is delivered safely, but Lori dies; Carl takes a moment to mourn before shooting her in the head to
prevent reanimation. With the walkers dealt with, the group rejoins in the courtyard, though Carol is still
missing. Rick sees Carl and Maggie emerging from a cell block with the baby, but realizes Lori is not with
them, and becomes hysterical. Instead, the final day enabled them to possess "so many emotions in [their]
hearts" and to deliver an emotionally poignant and raw performance. This process took approximately one
hour to complete. An insert shot was taken while the abdomen was sliced open, emphasizing the
uncontrollable blood flow. The liquid was pumped through a small tube attached to the front of the suit. It
made me feel really appreciated. T-Dog sacrifices himself to allow Carol to escape, while Lori dies after an
improvised operation, and Andrew dies while trying to kill Rick. I thought it was brilliantly shot to have Carl
strong and cold in the foreground and Rick collapsed. I know they shot it a bunch of different ways. There
were a bunch of different ideas about how that scene could play. According to HitFix writer Alan Sepinwall ,
the moment when Lori and Carl share their goodbyes was the most heartbreaking event since the ending of the
second-season episode " Pretty Much Dead Already ". Club in his review felt the episode "stumble[d]" in how
T-Dog and Lori were eliminated and in how the Woodbury storyline repeated what was already known.
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"Killer Within" is the fourth episode of the third season of AMC's The Walking Dead. It is the twenty-third episode of the
series overall. It is the twenty-third episode of the series overall. It premiered on November 4,
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